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Who	  am	  I?
Kazuyuki Miyazaki, Ph.D. (2006)
  Research Scientist at JAMSTEC, now Visitor at IPRC
Research topics:
• Stratospheric ozone, general circulation, chemical 
transport modeling, with Prof. Iwasaki (Tohoku Univ.) 
and Dr. Shibata (MRI-JMA)
• Transport and mixing in the UTLS, with Prof. Sato and 
Prof. Takahashi (Univ. Tokyo) under KANTO project
• Chemical/carbon satellite data assimilation, with Dr. 
Eskes (KNMI), Prof. Boersma (Eindhoven Univ.) and Prof. 
Sudo (Nagoya Univ.)
Outline
• Basics on Data Assimilation
• Chemical Data Assimilation
• Stratospheric O3
• Aerosols 
• Carbon cycle
• Tropospheric chemistry
• ? TTL studies ?
4Data Assimilation Basics
5Objective of Data Assimilation
is to produce a regular, physically consistent 4D representation 
of the state of the atmosphere from a heterogeneous array of 
in situ and remote instruments which sample imperfectly and 
irregularly in space and time.
(Daley, 1997) 
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DRAGON ADVANCED TRAINING COURSE IN ATMOSPHERE REMOTE SENSING
Exam le: UARS MLS ozone data
UARS MLS ozone data at 10 
hPa on 1st February 1997.
Ozone analyses at 10 hPa at 12 UTC 
on 1st February 1997. 
Assimilating (UARS MLS) ozone and temperature data, plus operational data, into the 
Met Office assimilation system. Blue indicates low ozone values; red indicates high 
ozone values. See Struthers et al. (2002)
(Struthers et al., 2002)
6Data assimilation
extracts the signal from noisy observations (filtering), 
interpolates in space and time (interpolation), and 
reconstructs state variables that are not sampled by the 
observation network (completion).
(Daley, 1997) 
is to produce a regular, physically consistent 4D representation 
of the state of the atmosphere from a heterogeneous array of 
in situ and remote instruments which sample imperfectly and 
irregularly in space and time.
Objective of Data Assimilation
7Data Assimilation Inputs
Two sources of information are used in the analysis
• observations (y)
• background (xb) = first guess
In order to maintain statistical optimality, the error source 
statistics need to be specified,
• the observation error covariance matrix (R)
• the background error covariance matrix (B)
The Output
  a maximum likelihood estimate of atmospheric state 
(=analysis)
What is Data Assimilation for
• Initial state estimation for weather forecasting
• Producing reanalysis data
• Observing system design, monitoring and assessment
• Better understanding (model errors, data errors, 
physical process interactions, parameters, etc)
+
(ECMWF) 
(Nodet, 2012) 
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other distinction can made between methods that are intermittent or continuous in time. In an intermittent method,
observations can be processed in small batches, which is usually technically convenient. In a continuous method,
observation batches over longer periods are considered, and the correction to the analysed state is smooth in time,
which is physically more realistic. The four basic types of assimilation are depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . Com-
promises between these approaches are possible.
Figure 2. A summarized history of the main data assimilation algorithms used in meteorology and oceanography,
roughly classified according to their complexity (and cost) of implementation, and their applicability to real-time
problems. Currently, the most commonly used for operational applications are OI, 3D-Var and 4D-Var.
Many assimilation techniques have been developed for meteorology and oceanography (Fig. 2 ). They differ in
their numerical cost, their optimality, and in their suitability for real-time data assimilation. Most of them are ex-
plained in this volume.
ref: Daley 1991; Lorenc 1986; Ghil 1989
1.1  On the choice of model
The concepts developed here are illustrated by examples in the ECMWF global meteorological model, but they can
be (and they have been) applied equally well to limited area models, mesoscale models, ocean circulation models,
wave models, two-dimensional models of sea surface temperature or land surface properties, or one-dimensional
vertical column models of the atmosphere for satellite data retrieval, for example. This presentation could be made
in the general framework of an infinite-dimensional model (i.e. without discretization) with a continuous time di-
mension. This would involve some sophisticated mathematical tools. For the sake of simplicity, only the discrete,
finite-dimensional problem will be addressed here.
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intermittent 4D-Var long  4D-Var or 4D-PSAS4D-PSAS
Kalman smoother
fixed-lag Kalman smoother
3D-Var   or 3D-PSAS
Optimal Interpolation (OI)
Cressman Successive Corrections
nudging
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EKF
(4D-Var or) 4D-PSAS with model error
       non-linear methods
or
(ECMWF	  tech.	  note)
Data Assimilation Techniques
ECMWF atmospheric reanalysis projects 
FGGE    ERA‐15    ERA‐40    ERA‐Interim    ERA‐CLIM  
BePer models 
BePer reanalysis 
BePer observa@ons 
•  ERA‐40  (1957‐2002):     
Very large user base;  science and downstream applica@ons 
•  ERA‐Interim   (from 1979 onward):      
Near‐real @me updates; bePer trends; bePer data services 
•  ERA‐CLIM:  An EU project to prepare the next genera@on reanalysis 
Longer period; higher resolu@on; bePer input data; uncertainty informa@on 
3D-­‐OI 3D-­‐VAR 4D-­‐VAR 4D-­‐VAR	  in	  ensemble	  contextStratospheric circula@on 
Evidence of improved Brewer‐Dobson 
circula@on (too strong in ERA‐40) 
Likely due to 4D‐Var and VarBC 
Mean age of air at 20km 
Observa@ons used in ERA‐Interim:    Instruments    
Radiances from satellites 
Ozone from satellites 
BackscaPer,  GPSRO, AMVs from satellites 
Sondes, proﬁlers, sta@ons, ships, buoys, aircrag 
Comparisons	  of	  BD	  circula5on	  among	  reanalyses
Mass	  Streamfunc5ons	  at	  100	  hPa
（Northward	  Mass	  Flux	  above	  100	  hPa）
ERA-40 has the strongest B-D circulation
Large contradictions are found in the tropics in JJA.
  ....due to many factors affecting dynamical and thermodynamical consistency
NCEP/NCAR　　1979-2001　　   3Dvar
NCEP/DOE      　1979-2001　　   3Dvar
ERA-40　        　1979-2001　　   3Dvar
ERA-INTERIM 　1989-2001　　   4Dvar
JRA-25　         　1979-2001　　   3Dvar
(Iwasaki, Hamada, Miyazaki., 2009)
(Monge-Sanz et al., 2007) • 1 & 2: Dynamical consistency, balanced circulation field
• 4: Reduce transport error mainly caused by gravity waves
Improvements in the age-of-air calculation
To improve transport calculation, 
we should use
1. Forecast than analysis
(Meijer et al., 2004)
2. 4D-VAR than 3D-VAR analysis
(Scheele et al., 2005)
3. 3-h interval data than 6-h
(Bregman et al., 2006)
4. Time-averaged data than snapshot
(Pawson et al., 2007)
Best choice: 3-day forecast with 4-D VAR  analysis
EXP471 uses an improved model with 
balance operator for omega-equation
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Chemical Data Assimilation
Stratospheric ozone
Tropospheric chemistry
Aerosols
Carbon Cycle
	  	  needs	  for	  advanced	  chemical	  data	  assimila5on	  system	  to	  combine	  various	  obs	  info
CTM	  simula+on:	  large	  uncertain+es	  in	  chemical/transport	  processes	  and	  
boundary	  condi+ons	  (e.g.,	  ozone	  precursor	  emissions)
Satellite	  instruments	  can	  provide	  strong	  constraints	  on	  chemical	  system
(NASA/Harvard	  univ.)
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Chemical Data Assimilation
• make best use of all available (satellite) data, from 
heterogeneous sensors, scattered in space and time
• ensure chemical and dynamical consistency
• extend analysis on non-observed species
Applications
• Weather/UV forecasting: better calculation of the 
radiative transfer
• Air quality/ozone hole monitoring
• Chemical reanalysis (i.e., climate simulation input)
(from	  Dr	  Elbern’s	  lecture	  note.)
Satellite Data Assimilation
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PITT, OMI, and MLS are assimilated into the global chem-
ical transport model (CTM) “Chemical AGCM for study of
atmospheric environment and radiative forcing” (CHASER).
TES has the potential to efficiently constrain tropospheric
O3 profiles (Foret et al., 2009). MOPPIT is suitable for
global CO emission estimates because of its good global
coverage. MLS is expected to provide important constraints
on the background concentrations of O3, HNO3, and other
O3 precursors in the UTLS together with lightning NOx
sources. The high temporal and spatial resolutions of the
OMI are useful to optimize NOx emissions on a daily ba-
sis. The assimilation results are validated against indepen-
dent data, obtained from five satellite instruments, MLS/OMI
(tropospheric O3 column, TOC), TES (CO), and GOME-
2 and SCIAMACHY (tropospheric NO2 column). Global
ozonesonde data and aircraft observations obtained during
the INTEX-B campaign (Singh et al., 2009) are also used
for the validation of the vertical profiles. To the authors best
knowledge, this is the first advanced data assimilation system
that simultaneously optimizes the concentrations and emis-
sions of multiple tropospheric trace gases, based on multiple
satellite sensor/species data sets. The structure of this pa-
per is as follows. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3
introduces the data assimilation system. Section 4 presents
Observing System Experiment (OSE) results to identify the
relative contribution of each assimilated data set. Section 5
presents the data assimilation results including the estimated
emissions, the validation, and the properties of the assimi-
lated fields. Section 6 concludes this study. Section 7 dis-
cusses future challenges.
2 Observations
This section introduces the observations used for the data as-
similation (Sect. 2.1 and Table 1) and validation (Sect. 2.2
and Table 2). The data assimilation requires a non-linear ob-
servation operator, H , for each satellite retrieval. The model
fields, x, are first interpolated to the horizontal location of
each observation and the height of each of the vertical layers
using the spati l interpolation operator, S. Then the averag-
ing kernel, A, and the a priori profile, xa, of each observa-
tion are applied to obtain the model fields in the observation
space, yb,
yb=H(x)=xa+A(S(x) xa). (1)
The averaging kernel matrix is used to define the sensitiv-
ity of the estimated state to changes to the true state, while
the trace of the averaging kernel matrix gives a measure of
the number of independent pieces of information, i.e. the
Degree of Freedom for Signals (DOFs) (Rodgers, 2000). In
this approach, the satellite-model difference (yo yb) is not,
or only weakly, biased by the a priori profile xa (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003; Rodgers and Connor, 2003),
yo yb=A(xtrue S(x))+✏, (2)
where the observational error ✏ is the sum of the measure-
ment error and the representativeness error (both random and
systematic), and xtrue represents the true atmosphere profile.
The same observation operator has been also applied for vali-
dating the model profile against retrievals in order to remove
the influence of the smoothing error and the retrieval error
arising from the a priori profile. For plotting the global dis-
tribution, both the retrieved and simulated concentrations are
mapped onto a same resolution of 2.5⇥ 2.5  (1.25⇥ 1  for
MLS/OMI TOC only).
2.1 Measurements used in the assimilation
2.1.1 OMI troposphericNO2 column
The Dutch-Finnish OMI instrument, which was launched
aboard the Aura satellite in July 2004, is a nadir-viewing
imaging spectrograph (Levelt et al., 2006). Aura traces
a sun-synchronous, polar orbit with a period of 100min.
OMI provides measurements of both direct and atmosphere-
backscattered sunlight in the ultraviolet visible range from
270 to 500 nm. OMI pixels are 13⇥ 24 km at nadir, in-
creasing in size to 24⇥ 135 km for the largest viewing an-
gles. OMI tropospheric NO2 column retrievals, with their
daily global coverage, are effective to constrain global NOx
emissions on a daily basis, unlike GOME-2 and SCIA-
MACHY retrievals which have poorer spatial and tempo-
ral resolutions and less global coverage (Richter and Bur-
rows, 2002; Boersma et al., 2008b). The overpass time of
OMI (about 13:40 LT) is more suitable for the estimation
of lightning NOx sources than that of GOME-2 and SCIA-
MACHY (both in the morning). The Dutch OMI tropo-
spheric NO2 data product DOMINO version 2 (Boersma
et al., 2011) is used in this study. The error in OMI
NO2 retrievals for individual pixels can be approximated as
1.0⇥ 1015moleccm 2+ 25% (Boersma et al., 2011). De-
tails of the retrieval and error estimates are described by
Boersma et al. (2004, 2007, 2011). Only observations with
a radiance reflectance from clouds of less than 50% (i.e.
cloud fraction less than about 20%) and surface albedo of
less than 0.3 with quality flag= 0 (meaningful tropospheric
retrievals) are used, as recommended by the product specifi-
cation document (Boersma et al., 2011).
The averaging kernel is used to create modeled tropo-
spheric NO2 columns from the observation operator, which
removes the contribution of the retrieval error due to the
a priori profile assumed (Eskes and Boersma, 2003), as de-
scribed by Miyazaki et al. (2012). The spatial resolution of
the OMI data is much finer than that of the model used in this
study ( 2.8 , about 300 km in the equator). Thus, there are
large representativeness errors in the model because of un-
resolved small-scale variations. To fill the spatial scale gaps
and to obtain more representative data, a super-observation
approach has been developed and applied to the OMI data, as
described by Miyazaki et al. (2012). The super-observation
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PITT, OMI, and MLS are assimilated into the global chem-
ical transport model (CTM) “Chemical AGCM for study of
atmospheric environment and radiative forcing” (CHASER).
TES has the potential to efficiently constrain tropospheric
O3 profiles (Foret et al., 2009). MOPPIT is suitable for
global CO emission estimates because of its good global
coverage. MLS is expected to provide important constraints
on the background concentrations of O3, HNO3, and other
O3 precursors in the UTLS together with lightning NOx
sources. The high temporal and spatial resolutions of the
OMI are useful to opti ize Ox emissions on a daily ba-
sis. The assimilation re are validated ag inst indepen-
dent data, obtained fro satellite instruments, MLS/OMI
(tropospheric O3 colu n, T C), TES (CO), and GOME-
2 and SCIAMACHY (tropospheric NO2 column). Global
ozonesonde data and aircraft observations obtained during
the INTEX-B campaign (Singh et al., 2009) are also used
for the validation of the vertical profiles. To the authors best
knowledge, this is the first advanced data assimilation system
that simultaneously optimizes the concentrations and emis-
sions of multiple tropospheric trac gases, based multipl
satellite sensor/specie data sets. The tructure of this pa-
per is as follows. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3
introduces the data assimilation system. Section 4 presents
Observing System Experiment (OSE) results to identify the
relative contribution of each assimilated data set. Section 5
presents the data assimilation results including the estimated
emissions, the validation, and the properties of the assimi-
lated fields. Section 6 conclud s this study. Section 7 dis-
cusses fu ur challenges.
2 Observations
This section introduces the observations used for the data as-
similation (Sect. 2.1 and Table 1) and validation (Sect. 2.2
and Table 2). The data assimilation requires a non-linear ob-
servation operator, H , for each satellite retrieval. The model
fields, x, are first interpolated to the horizontal l cation of
each observation and the height of each of the vertical layers
using the spatial interpolation operator, S. Then the averag-
ing kernel, A, and the a priori profile, xa, of each observa-
tion are applied to obtain the model fields in the observation
space, yb,
yb=H(x)=xa+A(S(x) xa). (1)
The averaging kernel matrix is us d to define t sensiti -
ity of the estimated state to changes to the true state, while
the trace of the averaging kernel matrix gives a measure of
the number of independent pieces of information, i.e. the
Degree of Freedom for Signals (DOFs) (Rodgers, 2000). In
this approach, the satellite-model difference (yo yb) is not,
or only weakly, biased by the a priori profile xa (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003; Rodgers and Connor, 2003),
yo yb=A(xtrue S(x))+✏, (2)
where the observational error ✏ is the sum of the measure-
ment error and the representativeness error (both random and
systematic), and xtrue represents the true atmosphere pr file.
The same observation operat r has been also applied for vali-
dating the model profile against retrievals in order to remove
the influence of the smoothing error and the retrieval error
arising from the a priori profile. For plotting the global dis-
tribution, both the retrieved and simulated concentrations are
mapped onto a same resolution of 2.5⇥ 2.5  (1.25⇥ 1  for
MLS/OMI TOC only).
2.1 Measurements used in the ass milation
2.1.1 OMI troposphericNO2 column
The Dutch-Finnish OMI instrument, which was launched
aboard the Aura satellite in July 2004, is a nadir-viewing
imaging spectrograph (Levelt et al., 2006). Aura traces
a sun-synchronous, polar orbit with a period of 100min.
OMI provides measurements of both direct and atmosphere-
backscattered sunlight in the ultraviolet visible range from
270 to 500 nm. OMI pixels are 13⇥ 24 km at nadir, in-
creasing in size to 24⇥ 135 km for the largest viewing an-
gles. OMI tropospheric NO2 column retrievals, with their
daily global coverage, are effective to constrain global NOx
emissions on a daily basis, unlike GOME-2 and SCIA-
MACHY retrievals which have poorer spatial and tempo-
ral resolutions and less global coverage (Richter and Bur-
rows, 2002; Boersma et al., 2008b). The overpass time of
OMI ( bout 13:40 LT) is more suita le for the estimat on
of lightning NOx sources than that of GOME-2 and SCIA-
MACHY (both in the morning). The Dutch OMI tropo-
spheric NO2 data product DOMINO version 2 (Boersma
et al., 2011) is used in this study. The error in OMI
NO2 retrievals for individual pixels can be approximated as
1.0⇥ 1015moleccm 2+ 25% (Boersma et al., 2011). De-
tails of the retrieval and error estimates are described by
Boersma et al. (2004, 2007, 2011). Only observ tions with
a radiance reflectance fro clouds of less than 50% (i.e.
cloud fraction less than about 20%) and surface albedo of
less than 0.3 with quality flag= 0 (meaningful tropospheric
retrievals) are used, as recommended by the product specifi-
cation document (Boersma et al., 2011).
The averaging kernel is used to create modeled tropo-
spheric NO2 columns from the observation operator, which
removes the contribution of the retrieval error due to the
a priori pr file assumed (Eskes and Boersma, 2003), as de-
scribed by Miyazaki et al. (2012). The spatial resolution of
the OMI data is much finer than that of the model used in this
study ( 2.8 , about 300 km in the equator). Thus, there are
large representativeness errors in the model because of un-
resolved small-scale variations. To fill the spatial scale gaps
and to obtain more representative data, a super-observation
approach has been developed and applied to the OMI data, as
described by Miyazaki et al. (2012). The sup r-observation
The	  model	  ﬁelds	  in	  the	  observa5on	  space
	  The	  model-­‐satellite	  diﬀerence	  (the	  innova5on)	  is	  not	  biased	  
by	  the	  a	  priori	  proﬁle.
•	  The	  averaging	  kernel	  matrix	  (A)	  represents	  the	  sensi>vity	  of	  the	  
retrieved	  parameters	  to	  the	  true	  state.	  
•	  The	  observa>on	  operator	  (H)	  converts	  the	  model	  proﬁles	  to	  the	  proﬁle	  
that	  would	  be	  retrieved	  from	  satellite	  measurements.
 The observation operator should contain the averaging kernel and the a 
priori information of each retrieval to avoid the influence of the smoothing 
error and the retrieval error arising from the a priori profile.
(Rodgers,	  2000;	  Eskes	  and	  Boersma,	  2003)
• fill spatiotemporal gaps between the model and retrievals 
• produce more representative data
• reduce DA computational cost  
Number of OMI data 
for each super-obs pixel
x : retrieved concentration
y : retrieval error
w : weight (coverage area for most cases)
m :number observation in a super-obs pixel
c : correlation among data
Super-obs error = 
measurement error + representativeness error
Super-observation approach
A	  Japanese	  chemical	  data	  
assimilation	  project	  (2009-­‐2012)• We (MRI-JMA, NIES, JAMSTEC, Tohoku Univ.) have developed 
chemical data assimilation systems for monitoring atmospheric 
environment in East Asia and over the globe.• The data assimilation systems developed by the four research 
institutes employed a same assimilation scheme (EnKF).  
                 →  Impact of the model performance on data assimilation• The approach allows to simultaneously optimize forecast variables 
(i.e., concentrations) and parameters (i.e., emissions).
(Kalnay	  et	  al.,	  2007)
EnKF	  data	  assimila5on:	  	  An	  ensemble	  
Kalman	  ﬁlter	  (EnKF)	  is	  an	  advanced	  data	  
assimila>on	  technique	  in	  which	  the	  
forecast	  error	  covariance	  is	  advanced	  by	  
the	  model	  itself	  (i.e.,	  ﬂow-­‐dependent	  
forecast	  error	  covariance).	  The	  advanced	  
approach	  allow	  us	  to	  fully	  take	  advantage	  
of	  CTMs.
Analysis
Guess
Observation
Analysis
Ensemble forecast
Ensemble forecast
Ensemble Kalman Filter
Miyoshi pers. comm.
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method and the ensemble square root filter (SRF) method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). SRF methods generate
an analysis ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the
Kalman filter equations for linear models (e.g., Ott et al.,
2004), whereas PO methods introduce an additional source
of sampling errors. The LETKF is related to the SRF method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), and it has conceptual and
computational advantages over the original EnKF (e.g., Ott
et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2007; Kalnay, 2010). One of the
advantages is that the LETKF performs the analysis locally
in space and time, and reduces sampling errors caused by a
limited ensemble size. In addition, the analyses at different
grid points are performed independently, which reduces the
computational cost because most calculations are performed
in parallel in the LETKF (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007).
Here we briefly introduce the LETKF technique follow-
ing Hunt et al. (2007) and Kalnay (2010). The LETKF up-
dates the analysis and transforms a background ensemble
(xbi ;i= 1,...,k) into an analysis ensemble (xai ;i= 1,...,k),
where x represents the model variable; b the background
state; a the analysis state; and k the ensemble size. In the
forecast step, a background ensemble, xbi , is globally ob-
tained from the evolution of each ensemble member using
the forecast model. The background ensemble mean, xb, and
its perturbations (spread),Xb, are estimated from the ensem-
ble forecast,
xb=
1
k
kX
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (1)
These are N ⇥ k matrices, where N indicates the system
dimension and k indicates the ensemble size. The back-
ground error covariance follows from the assumption that
background ensemble perturbations Xb sample the forecast
errors,
Pb=Xb(Xb)T . (2)
In the analysis step, an ensemble of background vectors,
ybi , and an ensemble of background perturbations in the ob-
servation space,Yb, are obtained as follows:
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
;Yb=ybi  yb, (3)
where H is the non-linear observational operator that con-
verts an N -dimensional state vector to a p- (number of ob-
servation) dimensional observational vector. To compute the
analysis for each grid point independently, the local analysis
error covariance is estimated in the ensemble space:
P˜a=
h (k 1)I
1+ 
+
 
Yb
 T
R 1Yb
i 1
, (4)
where R denotes the p⇥ p observation error covariance.
To prevent an underestimation of background error covari-
ance and resultant filter divergence (e.g., Houtekamer and
Mitchell, 1998) caused by model errors and sampling errors,
the covariance inflation technique (with a covariance infla-
tion parameter =0.05 in our setting, see also section 4.2) is
applied to inflate the forecast error covariance at each analy-
sis step.
Using P˜a, the transformation matrix, T, is given by,
T=
h
(k 1)P˜a
i1/2
(5)
T is a k⇥ k matrix which analyzes the variables for each
grid point (Hunt et al., 2007). The dimension k is generally
smaller than N , and calculations of large vectors or matrices
withN dimension are not necessary to obtain theTmatrix in
the LETKF different from the original EnKF. Then, we can
update the ensemble mean by
xa=xb+XbP˜a
 
Yb
 T
R 1
⇣
yo yb
⌘
, (6)
where yo represents the observation vector. The new anal-
ysis ensemble perturbation matrix in the model space Xa is
simultaneously obtained by transforming the background en-
semble Xb with a transform matrix T at every grid point
(Xa=XbT), while the new analysis ensemble in the model
space, xai , is obtained from the combination of the back-
ground mean and ensemble perturbations (xai =x
a+Xai ).
The EnKF approaches always have a spurious long dis-
tance correlation problem because of imperfect sampling of
the probability distribution due to limited ensembles (e.g.,
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). To improve the perfor-
mance of the data assimilation with reducing the ensemble
size, the LETKF employs a covariance localization tech-
nique. We assumed that observations located far from the
analysis point have larger errors and those observations have
less impact on the analysis (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane,
2007). As a result, the analysis is solved at every grid point
by choosing nearby observations (depending on the localiza-
tion length, see Section 4.2).
The tropospheric AK provided in the OMI retrieval prod-
uct is used in the assimilation. The use of the average ker-
nel in the observation operator removes the contribution of
the retrieval error due to the a priori profile error (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003);
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
=
kX
i=1
aix
b
i , (7)
where ai is each component of the AK at ith vertical level,
and xbi is the collocated model profile expressed in terms of
NO2 sub-columns for each of the retrieval vertical layers.
Simulated NO2 fields in this way are converted into tropo-
spheric NO2 columns using the simulated the AK, the sur-
face pressure obtained from the AGCM simulation, and the
tropopause height used in the OMI retrieval product.
In summary, the LETKF analyzes variables (i.e., NOx
emissions) for every grid point by choosing observations
(i.e., OMI retrievals) that determine the observational space.
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method and the ensemble square root filter (SRF) method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). SRF methods generate
an analysis ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the
Kalman filter equations for linear models (e.g., Ott et al.,
2004), whereas PO methods introduce an additional source
of sampling errors. The LETKF is related to the SRF method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), and it has conceptual and
computational advantages over the original EnKF (e.g., Ott
et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2007; Kalnay, 2010). One of the
advantages is that the LETKF performs the analysis locally
in space and time, and reduces sampling errors caused by a
limited ensemble size. In addition, the analyses at different
grid points are performed independently, which reduces the
computational cost because most calculations are perfor ed
in parallel in the LETKF (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007).
Here we briefly introduce the LETKF technique follow-
ing Hunt et al. (2007) and Kalnay (2010). The LETKF up-
dates h alysis and tr sforms a background ensemble
(xbi ;i= 1,...,k) into an analysis ensemble (xai ;i= 1,...,k),
where x represents the model variable; b the background
stat ; a the analysis state; a d k the ensemble size. In the
forecast step, a background ensemble, xbi , is globally ob-
tained from the evolution of each ensemble member using
the forecast model. The background ensemble mean, xb, and
its perturbatio s (spread),Xb, are estimated from the ensem-
ble forecast,
xb=
1
k
X
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (1)
These are N ⇥ k matrices, where N indicates the system
dimensi and k indicates th ensemble size. The back-
gr und error covariance follows from the assumption th t
background ensemble perturbations Xb sample the forecast
errors,
Pb=Xb(Xb)T . (2)
In the analysis step, an ensemble of background vectors,
ybi , and an ensemble of background perturbations in the ob-
servation space,Yb, are obtained as follows:
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
;Yb=ybi  yb, (3)
where H is the non-linear observational operator that con-
verts an N -dimensional state vector to a p- (number of ob-
servation) dimensional observational vector. To compute the
analysis for each grid point inde endently, the local analysis
error covariance is estimated in the ensemble space:
P˜a=
h (k 1)I
1+ 
+
 
Yb
 T
R 1Yb
i 1
, (4)
where R denotes the p⇥ p observation error covariance.
To prev nt an underestimati of background err r covari-
ance and resultant filter diverge c (e.g., Houtekamer and
Mitchell, 1998) caused by model errors and sampling errors,
the covariance inflation technique (with a covariance infla-
tion parameter =0.05 in our setting, see also section 4.2) is
applied to inflate the forecast error covariance at each analy-
sis step.
Using P˜a, the transformation matrix, T, is given by,
T=
h
(k 1)P˜a
i1/2
(5)
T is a k⇥ k matrix which analyzes the variables for each
grid point (Hunt et al., 2007). The dimension k is generally
smaller than N , and calculations of large vectors or matrices
withN dimension are not necessary to obtain theTmatrix in
the LETKF different from the original EnKF. Then, we can
update the en mble mean by
xa=xb+XbP˜a
 
Yb
 T
R 1
⇣
yo yb
⌘
, (6)
where yo represents the observation vector. The new anal-
ysis ensemble perturbation matrix in the model space Xa is
simultaneously obtained by transforming the background en-
semble Xb with a transform matrix T at every grid point
(Xa=XbT), wh le the new a alysis ensemble in the model
space, xai , is obtained from the combination of the back-
ground mean and ensemble perturbations (xai =x
a+Xai ).
The EnKF approaches always have a spurious long dis-
tance correlation problem because of imperfect sampling of
the probability distribution due to limited ensembles (e.g.,
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). To improve the perfor-
mance of the data assimilation with reducing the ensemble
size, the LETKF employs a covariance localization tech-
nique. We assumed that observations located far from the
analysis point have larger errors and those observations have
less impact on the analysis (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane,
2007). As a result, the analysis is solved at every grid point
by cho sing nearby observations (depending on the localiza-
tion length, see Se tion 4.2).
The tropospheric AK provided in the OMI retrieval prod-
uct is used in the assimilation. The use of the average ker-
nel in the obs rvation operator removes the contribution of
the retrieval error due to the a priori profile error (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003);
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
=
kX
i=1
aix
b
i , (7)
where ai is each component of the AK at ith vertical level,
and xbi is the collocated model profile expressed in terms of
NO2 sub-columns for each of the retrieval vertical layers.
Simulated NO2 fields in this way are converted into tropo-
spheric NO2 columns using the simulated the AK, the sur-
face pressure obtained from the AGCM simulation, and the
tropopause height used in the OMI retrieval product.
In summary, the LETKF analyzes variables (i.e., NOx
emissio s) for every grid point by choosing observations
(i.e., OMI retrievals) that determine the observational space.
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method and the ensemble square root filter (SRF) method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). SRF methods generate
an nalysis ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the
Kalman filter equations for linear models (e.g., Ott et al.,
2004), whereas PO m thods intr duce an additional source
of sampling errors. The LETKF is related to the SRF m thod
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), and it s conceptual and
computational dvantages ove the original EnKF (e.g., Ott
et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2007; Kalnay, 2010). One of the
advantages is that the LETKF performs the analysis locally
in space and time, and reduces sampling errors caused by a
limited ensemble size. In addition, the analyses at different
grid points are performed independently, which reduces the
computational cost because most calculations are performed
in parallel in the LETKF (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007).
Here we briefly introduce the LETKF technique follow-
ing Hunt et al. (2007) and Kalnay (2010). The LETKF up-
dates the analysis and transforms a background ensemble
(xbi ;i= 1,...,k) into an analysis ens mble (xai ;i= 1,...,k),
where x represents the model variable; b the background
state; a the analysis state; and k the ensemble size. In the
forec st step, a backgrou d e se ble, xbi , is globally ob-
tained from the evolution of each ensemble member using
the forecast model. The background ensemble mea , xb, and
its p rturbatio s (sp ead),Xb, are stimated fr m the e em-
ble forecast,
xb=
1
k
kX
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (1)
These are N ⇥ k matric s, where N indicates h system
dimension and k indicates the ensemble size. The back-
ground error covariance follows from the assumption that
background nsemble perturbatio s Xb sample the forecast
errors,
Pb=Xb(Xb)T . (2)
In the analysis step, an ensemble of background vectors,
ybi , and an ensemble of background perturbations in the ob-
servation space,Yb, are obtained as follows:
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
;Yb=ybi  yb, (3)
where H is the non-linear observational operator that con-
verts an N -dimensional state vector to a p- (number of ob-
servation) dime sional observational vector. To compute the
analysis for each grid point independently, the local analysis
error covaria ce is estimated i the ensemble space:
P˜a=
h (k 1)I
1+ 
+
 
Yb
 T
R 1Yb
i 1
, (4)
where R denotes the p⇥ p observation error covariance.
To prevent an underestimation of background error covari-
ance and resultant filter divergence (e.g., Houtekam r and
Mitchell, 1998) caused by model errors and sampling errors,
the covariance inflation technique (with a covariance infla-
tion parameter =0.05 in our setting, see also section 4.2) is
applied to inflate the forecast error covariance at each analy-
sis step.
Usi g P˜a, the transformation matrix, T, is given by,
T=
h
(k 1)P˜a
i1/2
(5)
T is a k⇥ k matrix which analyzes the variables for each
grid point (Hunt et al., 2007). The dimension k is generally
smaller than N , and calculations of large vectors or matrices
withN dimension are not necessary to obtain theTmatrix in
the LETKF different from the original EnKF. Then, we can
update the ensemble mean by
xa=xb+XbP˜a
 
Yb
 T
R 1
⇣
yo yb
⌘
, (6)
where yo represents the observation vector. The new anal-
ysis ensemble perturbation matrix in the model space Xa is
simultaneously obtained by transforming the background en-
semble Xb with a transform matrix T at every grid point
(Xa=XbT), while the new analysis ensemble in the model
space, xai , is obtained from the combination of the back-
ground mean and ense ble perturb tions (xai =x
a+Xai ).
The EnKF appro ches always have a spurious long dis-
tance correlat on problem because of imperfect s mpling of
the prob bility distribution due to limited ensembles (e.g.,
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). To improve the perfor-
mance of the data assimilation with reducing the ensemble
size, the LETKF employs a covariance localization tech-
nique. We assumed that observations located far from the
analysis point have larger errors and those observations have
less impact n the analysis (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane,
2007). As a result, the analysis is solved at every grid point
by choosing nearby observations (depending on the localiza-
tion length, s e Section 4.2).
The tropospheric AK provided in the OMI retrieval prod-
uct is used in the assimilation. The use of the average ker-
nel in the observati n operator removes the contribution of
the retrieval error due to the a priori profile error (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003);
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
=
kX
i=1
ix
b
i , (7)
where ai is each component of the AK at ith vertical level,
and xbi is the collocated model profile expressed in terms of
NO2 sub-colu ns for eac of the retrieval vertical layers.
Simulated NO2 fields in this way are converted into tropo-
spheric NO2 columns using the simulated the AK, the sur-
face pressur obtained from the AGCM simulation, and the
tropopause height used in the OMI retrieval product.
In summary, the LETKF analyzes variables (i.e., NOx
emissions) for every grid point by choosing observations
(i.e., OMI retrievals) that determine the observational space.
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method and the ensemble square root filter (SRF) method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). SRF methods generate
an analysis ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the
Kalman filter equations for lin ar models (e.g., Ott et al.,
2004), whereas PO methods introduce an additional source
of sampli g errors. The LETKF is related to the SRF method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), and it has conceptual and
computational advantages over the orig al EnKF ( .g., Ott
et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2007; Kalnay, 2010). One of the
advantages is that the LETKF performs the analysis locally
in space and time, and reduces sampling errors caused by a
limited ensemble size. In addition, the analys s at different
grid points are performed independently, which reduces the
computational cost because most calculations are performed
in parallel in the LETKF (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007).
Here we briefly introduce the LETKF technique follow-
ing Hun et al. (2007) and Kalnay (2010). The LETKF up-
dates the analysis and transforms a background ensemble
(xbi ;i= 1,...,k) into an analysis ensemble (xai ;i= 1,...,k),
where x represents the model variable; b the background
state; a the analysis state; and k he ensemble size. In the
forecast step, a background ensemble, xbi , is globally ob-
tained from the evolution of each ensemble member using
the forecast model. The background ensemble mean, xb, and
its perturbations ( pread),Xb, are estimated from the ensem-
ble forecast,
xb=
1
k
kX
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (1)
These are N ⇥ k matrices, where N i dicates the system
dimension nd k indicat s the ensembl size. Th back-
ground error c varianc follows f om the assumption that
back r und ensemble perturbations Xb sample the forecast
errors,
Pb=Xb(Xb)T . (2)
In the analysis step, an ensemble of background vectors,
ybi , and an ensemble of background perturbations in the ob-
servation space,Yb, are obtained as follows:
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
;Yb=ybi  yb, (3)
where H is the non-linear observati nal operator that con-
verts an N -dimensional state vector to a p- (number of ob-
servation) dimensional observational vector. To compute the
analysis for each grid point independent y, the local analysis
error covariance is estimated in the ensemble space:
P˜a=
h (k 1)I
1+ 
+
 
Yb
 T
R 1Yb
i 1
, (4)
where R deno es the p⇥ p observation err r cova iance.
To p eve t an und restimation of backgr und error covari-
anc and resultant filter divergence (e.g., H utekamer and
Mitchell, 1998) caused by model errors and sampling errors,
the covariance inflation technique (with a covariance infla-
tion parameter =0.05 in our setting, see also section 4.2) is
applied to inflate the forecast error covariance at each analy-
sis step.
Using P˜a, the transformation matrix, T, is given by,
T=
h
(k 1)P˜a
i1/2
(5)
T is a k⇥ k matrix which analyzes the variables for each
grid poi t (Hu t t al., 2007). The dim nsion k is g n rally
smaller than N , and calculations of large vectors or matrices
withN dimension are not necessary to obtain theTmatrix in
the TKF different from the original EnKF. Then, we can
update the ensemble mean by
xa=xb+XbP˜a
 
Yb
 T
R 1
⇣
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⌘
, (6)
where yo represents the observation vector. The new anal-
ysis ensemble perturbation matrix in the model space Xa is
simultaneously obtained by transforming the background en-
semble Xb with a transform matri T at ev ry grid point
(Xa=XbT), while the new analysis ensemble in the model
space, xai , is obtained from the combination of the back-
ground mean and ensemble perturbations (xai =x
a+Xai ).
The EnKF approaches lways have a spurious l ng dis-
tance correlation problem because of imperfect sampling of
the probability distribution due to limited ensembles (e.g.,
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). To improve the perfor-
mance of the data assimilatio with reducing the ensemble
size, the LETKF employs a covariance localization tech-
nique. We assumed that observations located far from the
nalysis point have larger errors and those ob ervations have
less impact on the analysis (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane,
2007). As a result, the analysis is solved at every grid point
by choosing nearb observations ( epending on the localiza-
tion length, see Section 4.2).
The tropospheric AK provided in the OMI retrieval prod-
uct i used in th assimilati . The use of th average ker-
nel i the observ tion operator remo es t e c ntribution of
the retrieval error due to the a priori profile error (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003);
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
=
kX
i=1
aix
b
i , (7)
where a is each component of the AK at ith vertical level,
and xbi is the collocated model profile expressed in terms of
NO2 sub-columns for each of the retrieval vertic l layers.
Simulated NO fields in this way are converted into tropo-
spheric NO2 columns using the simulated the AK, the sur-
fac press re obtained from the AGCM simulation, and the
tropopause height used in the OMI retrieval product.
In summary, the LETKF analyzes variables (i.e., NOx
emissions) for every grid point by choosing observations
(i.e., OMI retrievals) that determine the observational space.
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method and the ensemble square root filter (SRF) method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). SRF m thods generate
an analysis ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the
Kalman filter equations for linear models (e.g., Ott et al.,
2004), whereas PO methods introduce an additional source
of sampling errors. The LETKF is related to the SRF method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), and it has conceptual and
computational advantages over the original EnKF (e.g., Ott
et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2007; Kalnay, 2010). One of the
advantages is that the LETKF performs the analysis locally
in space and time, and reduces sampling errors caused by a
limited ensemble size. In addition, the analyses at different
grid points are performed independently, which reduces the
computational cost because most calculations are performed
in parallel in the LETKF (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007).
Here we briefly introduce the LETKF technique follow-
ing Hunt et al. (2007) and Kalnay (2010). The LETKF up-
dates the analysis and transforms a background ensemble
(xbi ;i= 1,...,k) into an analysis ensemble (xai ;i= 1,...,k),
where x represents the model variable; b the background
state; a the analysis state; and k the ensemble size. In the
forecast step, a background ensemble, xbi , is globally ob-
tained from the evolution of each ensemble member using
the forecast model. The background ensemble mean, xb, and
its perturbations (spread),Xb, are estimated from the ensem-
ble forecast,
xb=
1
k
kX
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (1)
These are N ⇥ k matrices, where N indicates the system
dimension and k indicates the ensemble size. The back-
ground error covariance follows from the assumption that
background ensemble perturbations Xb sample the forecast
errors,
Pb=Xb(Xb)T . (2)
In the analysis step, an ensemble of background vectors,
ybi , and an ensemble of background perturbations in the ob-
servation space,Yb, are obtained as follows:
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
;Yb=ybi  yb, (3)
where H is the non-linear observational operator that con-
verts an N -dimensional state vector to a p- (number of ob-
servation) dimensional observational vector. To compute the
analysis for each grid point independently, the local analysis
error covariance is estimated in the ensemble space:
P˜a=
h (k 1)I
1+ 
+
 
Yb
 T
R 1Yb
i 1
, (4)
where R denotes the p⇥ p observation error covariance.
To prevent an underestimation of background error covari-
ance and resultant filter divergence (e.g., Houtekamer and
Mitchell, 1998) caused by model errors and sampling errors,
the covariance inflation te hnique (with a covariance infla-
tion parameter =0.05 in our setting, see also section 4.2) is
applied to inflate the forecast error covariance at each analy-
sis step.
Using P˜a, the transformation matrix, T, is given by,
T=
h
(k 1)P˜a
i1/2
(5)
T is a k⇥ matrix which analyzes the variables for each
grid point ( unt et al., 2007). The dimension k is generally
smaller than N , and calculations of large vectors or matrices
withN dime sion are n t necessary to obtain theTmatrix in
the LETKF differe t from the origi al EnKF. Th n, we can
update the ensemble mean by
xa=xb+XbP˜a
 
Yb
T
R 1
⇣
yo yb
⌘
, (6)
where yo re r sents the obs rvation vector. The new a al-
ysis ensemble perturbation atrix in the model space X is
simulta eously obtai ed by transforming the background en-
semble Xb with a transform matrix T at every grid point
(Xa=XbT), while the new analysis ensemble in the model
space, xai , is obtained from the combination of the back-
ground mean and ensemble perturbations (xai =x
a+Xai ).
The EnKF approaches always have a spurious long dis-
tance correlation problem because of imperfect sampling of
the probability distribution due to limited ensembles (e.g.,
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). To improve the perfor-
mance of the data assimilation with reducing the ensemble
size, the LETKF employs a covariance localization tech-
nique. We assumed that observations located far from the
analysis point have larger errors and those observations have
less impact on the analysis (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane,
2007). As a result, the analysis is solved at every grid point
by choosing nearby observations (depending on the localiza-
tion length, see Section 4.2).
The tropospheric AK provided in the OMI retrieval prod-
uct is used in the assimilation. The use of the average ker-
nel in the observation operator removes the contribution of
the retrieval error due to the a priori profile error (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003);
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
=
kX
i=1
aix
b
i , (7)
where ai is each component of the AK at ith vertical level,
and xbi is the collocated model profile expressed in terms of
NO2 sub-columns for each of the retrieval vertical layers.
Simulated NO2 fields in this way are converted into tropo-
spheric NO2 columns using the simulated the AK, the sur-
face pressure obtained from the AGCM simulation, and the
tropopause height used in the OMI retrieval product.
In summary, the LETKF analyzes variables (i.e., NOx
emissions) for every grid point by choosing observations
(i.e., OMI retrievals) that determine the observational space.
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method and the ensemble square root filter (SRF) method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). SRF methods generate
an analysis ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the
Kalman filter equations for linear models (e.g., Ott et al.,
2004), whereas PO methods introduce an additional source
of sampling errors. The LETKF is related to the SRF method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), and it has conceptual and
computational advantages over the original EnKF (e.g., Ott
et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2007; Kalnay, 2010). One of the
advantages is that the LETKF performs the analysis locally
in space and time, and reduces sampling errors caused by a
limited ensemble size. In addition, the analyses at different
grid points are performed independently, which reduces the
computational cost because most calculations are performed
in parallel in the LETKF (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007).
Here we briefly introduce the LETKF technique follow-
ing Hunt et al. (2007) and Kalnay (2010). The LETKF up-
dates the analysis and transforms a background ensemble
(xbi ;i= 1,...,k) into an analysis ensemble (xai ;i= 1,...,k),
where x represents the model variable; b the background
state; a the analysis state; and k the ensemble size. In the
forecast step, a background ensemble, xbi , is globally ob-
tained from the evolution of each ensemble member using
the forecast model. The background ensemble mean, xb, and
its perturbations (spread),Xb, are estimated from the ensem-
ble forecast,
xb=
1
k
kX
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (1)
These are N ⇥ k matrices, where N indicates the system
dimension and k indicates the ensemble size. The back-
ground error covariance follows from the assumption that
background ensemble perturbations Xb sample the forecast
errors,
Pb=Xb(Xb)T . (2)
In the analysis step, an ensembl of background vectors,
ybi , and an ense ble of background perturbations in the ob-
servation space,Yb, are obtained as follows:
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
;Yb=ybi  yb, (3)
where H is the non-linear observational operator that con-
verts an N -di ensional state vector to a p- (number of ob-
serv tion) dimensi nal observational vector. To compute the
analysis for e ch grid point independently, the local analysis
rror covariance is estimated in the ensemble space:
P˜a=
h (k 1)I
1+ 
+
 
Yb
 T
R 1Yb
i 1
, (4)
where R denotes the p⇥ p observation error covariance.
To prevent an underestimation of background error covari-
ance and resultant fil er divergenc (e.g., Houtekamer and
Mitchell, 1998) caused by model errors and sampling errors,
the cov riance i flation technique (with a covariance infla-
tion par meter =0.05 in our setting, see also section 4.2) is
applied to inflate the forecast error covariance at each analy-
sis step.
Using P˜a, the transformation matrix, T, is given by,
T=
h
(k 1)P˜a
i1/2
(5)
T is a k⇥ k matrix which an lyz s the variables f r each
grid point (Hunt et al., 2007). The dimension k is generally
smaller than N , and calculations of larg vectors or matrices
withN dimension are n t necess ry to obtain theTmatrix in
the LETKF different from the original EnKF. Then, w can
update the nsemble mean by
xa=xb+XbP˜a
 
Yb
 T
R 1
⇣
yo yb
⌘
, (6)
where yo represents the observation vector. The new anal-
ysis ensemble perturbation matrix in the model space Xa is
simultaneously obtained by t ansforming the background en-
sembl Xb with a transform matrix T at every grid point
(Xa=XbT), while the new alysis ensemble in the odel
sp ce, xai , i ob ained from the combination of the back-
ground mean and ensemble perturbations (xai =x
a+ ai ).
The EnKF approaches always have a spurious long dis-
tance correlation pro lem because of imperfect sampling of
th prob bi ity distribution due to limite sembles (e.g.,
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). To improve the perf r-
mance of the data assimilation with reducing the ensemble
size, the LETKF employs a covariance localization tech-
nique. We assumed that observati ns located far from the
analysis point have larger errors and those observations have
less impact on the analysis (e.g., Miyos i nd Yamane,
2007). As a esult, the nalysis is solved at very grid point
by choosing nearby observations (depe ding on the localiza-
tion length, see Section 4.2).
The tropospheric AK provided in the OMI retrieval prod-
uct is used in the assimilation. The us of the average ker-
nel in the observation operator removes the contribution of
the retrieval error due to the a priori profile error (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003);
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
=
kX
i=1
aix
b
i , (7)
wher ai is each compone t of the AK at ith vertical lev l,
and xbi is the collo ated model profile expressed in ter s of
NO2 sub-columns for each of the retrieval vertical layers.
Simulated NO2 fie ds i this way are converted into tropo-
spheric NO2 colu n using he simulat d the AK, the sur-
face pr ssur obtained from the AGCM si ulation, and t e
ropopause height used in the OMI retrieval product.
In summary, the LETKF analyzes variables (i.e., N x
emissions) for every grid point by choosing observations
(i.e., OMI retri vals) that determine the observational space.
Background error covariance
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Analysis error cov ria ce
Analysi  (incl. p turb.)update
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method and the ensemble square root filter (SRF) method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). SR methods generate
an analysis ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the
Kalman filter equations for linear models (e.g., Ott et al.,
2004), whereas PO methods introduce an additional source
of sampling errors. The LETKF is r lat d to the SRF method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), and it has conceptual and
computational advantages over the original EnKF (e.g., Ott
et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2007; Kalnay, 2010). One of the
advantages is that the LETKF performs the analysis locally
in space and time, and reduces sampling errors caused by a
limited ensemble size. In addition, the analyses at different
grid points are performed independently, which reduces the
computational cost because most calculations are performed
in parallel in the LETKF (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007).
He we briefly introduce the LETKF technique follow-
ing Hunt et al. (2007) and Kalnay (2010). The LETKF up-
dat s the nalysis and transforms a background ensemble
(xbi ;i= 1,...,k) i to an analysis ensemble (xai ;i= 1,...,k),
where x represents the model variable; b the ackground
state; a the analysis state; and k the ensemble size. In the
forecast step, a background ensemble, xbi , is globally ob-
tained from the evolution of each ensemble member using
the forecast model. The background ensemble mean, xb, and
its perturbations (spread),Xb, are estimated from the ensem-
ble forecast,
xb=
1
k
X
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (1)
These are N ⇥ k matrices, where N indicates the system
dimension and k indicates the ensemble size. The back-
ground error covariance follows from the assumption that
background ensemble perturbations Xb sample the forecast
errors,
Pb=Xb(Xb)T . (2)
In the analysis step, an ensemble of background vectors,
ybi , and an ensemble of background perturbations in the ob-
servation space,Yb, are obtained as follows:
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
;Yb=ybi  yb, (3)
where H is the non-linear observational operator that con-
verts an N -dimensional state vector to a p- (number of ob-
servation) dimensional observational vector. To compute the
analysis for each grid point independently, the local analysis
error covariance is estimated in the ensemble space:
P˜a=
h (k 1)I
1+ 
+
 
Yb
 T
R 1Yb
i 1
, (4)
where R denotes the p⇥ p observation error covariance.
To prevent an underestimation of background error covari-
ance and resultant filter divergence (e.g., Houtekamer and
Mitchell, 1998) caused by model errors and sampling errors,
the covariance inflation technique (with a covariance infla-
tion parameter =0.05 in our setting, see also secti n 4.2) is
applied to inflate the ore ast error covariance at each analy-
sis step.
Using P˜a, the transformation matrix, T, is given by,
T=
h
(k 1)P˜a
i1/2
(5)
T is a k⇥ k matrix which analyzes the variables for each
grid point (Hunt et al., 2007). The dimension k is generally
smaller than N , and calculations of large vectors or matrices
withN dimensio are not necessary to obtain theTmatrix in
the LETKF different from the original EnKF. Then, we can
updat the ensemble mean by
x =xb+XbP˜a
 
Yb
 T
R 1
⇣
o yb
⌘
, (6)
where yo represents the observation vector. T new anal-
ysis ensem le p rturbation matrix in the model space Xa is
si ultaneously obtained by transforming the background en-
semble Xb with a transform matrix T at every grid point
(Xa=XbT), while the new analysis ensemble in the model
space, xai , is obtained from the combination of the back-
ground mean and ensemble perturbations (xai =x
a+Xai ).
The EnKF approaches always have a spurious long dis-
tance correlation problem because of imperfect sampling of
the probability distribution due to limited ensembles (e.g.,
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). To improve the perfor-
mance of the data assimilation with reducing the ensemble
size, the LETKF employs a covariance localization tech-
nique. We assumed that observations located far from the
analysis point have larger errors and those observations have
less impact on the analysis (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane,
2007). As a result, the analysis is solved at ev ry grid point
by choosing nearby observations (d pending on the localiza-
tion length, see Section 4.2).
The troposph ric AK provided in the OMI retri val prod-
uct is used in the assimilation. The use of the average ker-
nel in the observation operator removes the contribution of
the retrieval error due to the a priori profile error (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003);
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
=
kX
i=1
aix
b
i , (7)
where ai is each component of the AK at ith vertical level,
and xbi is the collocated model profile expressed in terms of
NO2 sub-columns for each of the retrieval vertical layers.
Simulated NO2 fields in this way are converted into tropo-
spheric NO2 columns using the simulated the AK, the sur-
face pressure obtained from the AGCM simulation, and the
tropopause height used in the OMI retrieval product.
In summary, the LETKF analyzes variables (i.e., NOx
emissions) for every grid point by choosing observations
(i.e., OMI retrievals) that determine the observational space.
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method and the ensemble quare root filter (SRF) ethod
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). SRF methods generate
an analysis ensemble mean and covariance that satisfy the
Kalman filter equations for linear models (e.g., Ott et al.,
2004), whereas PO methods introduce an additional source
of sampling errors. The LETKF is related to the SRF method
(e.g., Whitaker and Hamill, 2002), and it has conceptual and
computational advantages over the or ginal EnKF (e.g., Ott
et al., 2004; Hunt et a ., 2007; Kalnay, 2010). One of the
advantages is that the LETKF performs the analysis locally
in space and time, and reduces sa pling errors caused by a
limited ensemble size. In additio , the analys s at differen
grid points are p rformed independ ntly, which reduces the
computational cost because most calculations are performed
in parallel in the LETKF (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007).
Here we briefly introduce the LETKF technique follow-
ing Hunt et al. (2007) and Kalnay (2010). The LETKF up-
dates the analysis and transforms a background ensemble
(xbi ;i= 1,...,k) into an analysis ensemble (xai ;i= 1,...,k),
where x represents the model variable; b the background
state; a the analysis state; and k the ensemble size. In the
forecast step, a background ensemble, xbi , is globally ob-
tained from the evolution of each ensemble member using
the forecast model. The background ensemble mean, xb, and
its perturbations (spread),Xb, are estimated from the ensem-
ble forecast,
xb=
1
k
kX
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (1)
These ar N ⇥ k matrices, wher N i dicates the system
dimension and k indicates the ensemble size. The back-
ground error covariance follows f om the assumption that
background ensemble perturbations Xb sample the forecast
errors,
Pb=Xb(Xb)T . (2)
In the analysis step, an ensemble of background v ctors,
ybi , and an ensemble of ba kground pertur ations in t ob-
servation space,Yb, are obtained as follows:
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
;Yb=ybi  yb, (3)
where H is the non-linear observational operator that con-
verts an N -dimensional state vector to a p- (number of ob-
servation) dimensional observational vector. To compute the
analysis for each grid point independently, the local analysis
error covariance is estimated in the ensemble space:
P˜a=
h (k 1)I
1+ 
+
 
Yb
 T
R 1Yb
i 1
, (4)
where R denot the p⇥ p observation error covariance.
To prevent an underestimation of background error covari-
ance and resultant filter divergence (e.g., Houtekamer and
Mitchell, 1998) caused by model errors and sampling errors,
the covarianc inflati n technique (with a covariance infla-
tion parameter =0.05 in our set ing, se also section 4.2) is
appli d to inflate the forecast error covariance at each analy-
sis step.
Using P˜a, the transfor ation matrix, T, is given by,
T=
h
(k 1)P˜a
i1/2
(5)
T is a k⇥ k matrix which analyzes the varia les for each
grid point (Hunt et l., 2007). Th dimension k is g ner lly
smaller than N , and calculations of large vectors or matrices
withN dimens on are not neces ary to obtain theTmatrix in
the LETKF different from the original EnKF. Then, we can
update the ensemble mean by
xa=xb+Xb ˜ a
 
Yb
 T
R 1
⇣
yo yb
⌘
, (6)
where o represents the obse vation vector. The new anal-
ysis ensemble perturbation matrix in th model space Xa is
simultaneously o tained by transforming the background en-
semble Xb with a transform matrix T at every grid point
(Xa=XbT), while the new analysis ensemble in the model
space, xai , is obtained from the combination of the back-
ground mean and ensemble perturbations (xai =x
a+Xai ).
The EnKF approaches always have a spurious long dis-
tance correlation problem because of imperfect sampling of
the probability distri uti due to limited ensembles (e.g.,
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). To improve the perfor-
mance of the data assimilation with reducing the ensemble
size, the LETKF employs a covarianc localization tech-
nique. We assumed that bservati ns located far from the
analysis point have larger errors and those observations have
less impact on the analysis (e.g., Miyoshi and Yamane,
2007). As a result, the analysis is solved at every grid point
by choosing nearby observations (depending on the localiza-
tion length, see Section 4.2).
The tropospheric AK provided in the OMI retrieval prod-
uct is used in the assimilation. The use of the average ker-
nel in the observation operator removes the contribution of
the retrieval error due to the a priori profile error (Eskes and
Boersma, 2003);
ybi =H
 
xbi
 
=
kX
i=1
aix
b
i , (7)
where ai is each component of the AK at ith vertical level,
and xbi is the collocat d model profile expr ssed in t rms of
NO2 sub-columns for each of the retrieval vertical layers.
Simulated NO2 fields in this way are converted into tropo-
spheric NO2 columns using the simulated the AK, the sur-
face pressure obtained from the AGCM simulation, and the
tropopause height used in the OMI retrieval product.
In summary, the LETKF analyzes variables (i.e., NOx
emissions) for every grid point by choosing observations
(i.e., OMI retrievals) that determine the observational space.
Background error covariance (Xb)
Simultaneous optimization of 
state and parameter in EnKF
The state vector augmentation 
technique allows us to simultaneously 
estimate the model state (i.e., 
concentration) and the uncertain 
model parameter (i.e., emission).
1-30: NO2 conc. at each model level, 
31: Trop. NO2 column, 32: NOx emission
Extended state vectorNeed revision!
(Miyazaki	  et	  al.,	  2012a)
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Surface 500 hPa
Emission	  estimation:	  A	  state	  vector	  
which	  includes	  both	  the	  concentra5ons	  and	  
the	  emissions	  makes	  it	  possible	  to	  ﬁnd	  the	  
op5mal	  values	  for	  the	  emissions.
Background	  error	  covariance	  structure	  in	  EnKF
Emissions
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forming most calculations in parallel (Miyoshi and Yamane,
2007).
The LETKF transforms a background ensemble (xbi ;i=
1,...,k) into an analysis ensemble (xai ;i= 1,...,k) and up-
dates the analysis mean, where x represents the model vari-
able; b the background state; a the analysis state; and k the
ensemble size. In the forecast step, a background ensemble,
xbi , is globally obtained from the evolution of each ensemble
model simulation. The background ensemble mean, xb, and
its perturbations (spread), Xb, are thus estimated from the
ensemble forecast,
xb=
1
k
kX
i=1
xbi ; X
b
i =x
b
i xb. (3)
These are N⇥k matrices, where N indicates the system di-
mension and k indicates the ensemble size.
In the analysis step, an ensemble of background observa-
tion vectors in the observation space, ybi =H
 
xbi
 
, is esti-
mated using the non-linear observational operator H . An
ensemble of background perturbations Yb = ybi  yb is also
computed. The ensemble mean is then updated by
xa=xb+XbP˜a
 
Yb
 T
R 1
⇣
yo yb
⌘
, (4)
where yo is the observation vector,R is the p⇥p observation
error covariance, P˜a is the local analysis error covariance in
the ensemble space. The new analysis ensemble perturbation
matrix in the model spaceXa is simultaneously obtained by
transforming the background ensemble Xb. Further details
are described in Hunt et al. (2007) andMiyazaki et al. (2012).
EnKF approaches always have a spurious long dis-
tance correlation problem because of imperfect sampling
of the probability distribution due to limited ensembles
(Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001). In complex chemical data
assimilation systems, a realistic estimation of the background
error distribution is very important (Singh et al., 2011; Mas-
sart et al., 2012). Boynard et al. (2011) demonstrated that
the spatial correlations estimated fro ensemble simulations
are overestimated in the chemical model error covariance
fields, and suggested the need for special attention to avoid
too large correlation of fields distant from the location of the
observation. A covariance localization technique is used to
avoid possible degradation because of under sampling. We
assumed that observations located far from the analysis point
have larger errors and that those observations have less ef-
fect on the analysis (Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007). A correct
choice of ensemble size and correlation lengths is important
to improve the data assimilation performance, as will be dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.4
3.3 Experimental Setting
Three series of one-month data assimilation experiments
have been conducted, starting from the March 1, 2006, Jan-
uary 1, 2007, and July 1, 2007. The data assimilation cy-
cle is 100 min; e.g., each orbit cycle of polar-orbit satellites.
This setting is useful to reduce the time discrepancy (sam-
pling errors) between the observations and the model in the
data assimilation, given distinct diurnal variation in tropo-
spheric chemistry (Miyazaki et al., 2012). Figure 1 shows a
schematic diagram of the data assimilation process.
3.3.1 State vector
The state vector is chosen to include uncertain model aspects
that most effectively optimize the tropospheric chemical sys-
tem. First, emissions are a major source of uncertainty in
CTM simulations. The solution of a tropospheric chemical
model is only weakly influenced by the initial conditions,
because of the strong stiffness of tropospheric chemical pro-
cesses (Constantinescu et al., 2007; Lahoz et al., 2007). An
improvement could be achieved by an ensemble obtained by
perturbing various parameters of the model (emissions, re-
action rates, etc.). The EnKF can be extended to include
such parameters in the data assimilation process. A state vec-
tor which includes both the concentrations and the emissions
makes it possible to find the optimal values for the emissions,
which are linked to the concentrations by the CTM. In the
EnKF system, the background error covariance, estimated
from the ensemble CTM simulations, varies with time and
space, reflecting dominant atmospheric processes. The local
analysis increment for emissions thus reflects the complex
indirect relationship between concentrations and emissions
of related species.
The surface emissions of NOx, e(NOx), the surface
emissions of CO, e(CO), the lightning sources of NOx,
e(LNOx), and the concentrations of all the predicted (total
35) chemical species, c, are optimized at all the models grid
cells for each data assimilation cycle. The background en-
semble can be represented as follows,
xbi =
2664
cbi
e(NOx)bi
e(CO)bi
e(LNOx)bi
3775. (5)
Although the data assimilation system simultaneously up-
dates emissions of NOx and CO, we treat the data indepen-
dently and do not include NOx-CO emissions covariance in
the background error matrix. This is to avoid the effects of
spurious multi-variate correlations in the background error
covariance, possibly developed because of limited ensem-
bles, and errors in both model and observations. However,
the forecasted atmospheric concentration ofNO2 andCO are
coupled chemically through their effect on the tropospheric
chemistry.
Based on sensitivity experiment results (see Section 4),
we have also applied the variable localization to improve
the analysis. This means the covariance among non- or
weakly-related variables is set to zero. This technique
allows us to neglect the correlations among variables
that may suffer significantly from spurious correlations.
Concentra5on
(Miyazaki	  et	  al.,	  2012b)
3.	  Surface	  CO2	  Ilux
	  (GOSAT,	  CONTRAIL)
Japanese	  CTMs/CCMs
&	  3D/4D-­‐LETKF
1.	  Stratospheric	  ozone
	  (MLS,	  OMI)
2.	  Aerosols
	  (CALIPSO,	  ground-­‐based	  
lidar)
4.	  Air	  quality
	  (OMI,	  SCIAMACHY...)
?TTL	  water	  vapor?
	  still	  very	  challenging!
1.	  Stratospheric	  ozone
Forecast	  models:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Assimilated	  data:	  	  MLS	  O3	  proSile,	  OMI	  O3	  column,	  JCDAS	  (met.	  data)
Control	  variables:	  	  O3,	  U,	  V,	  T
Assimilation	  setting:	  	  3D	  analysis	  with	  6-­‐hourly	  cycle
	  	  (1)	  CCSR/NIES	  CCM	  (Akiyoshi	  et	  al.,	  2009)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  T42L34	  	  p-­‐top=0.01	  hPa	  	  (2)	  MRI	  CCM2	  (Shibata	  and	  Deushi,	  2008,	  Deushi	  and	  Shibata	  2011)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  T42L68	  	  	  p-­‐top=0.01	  hPa	  	  (3)	  CHASER	  (Sudo	  et	  al.,	  2002)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  not	  shown	  here	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  T42L32	  	  	  	  p-­‐top=3	  hPa
The	  multi-­‐model	  comparison	  provides	  an	  opportunity	  to	  examine	  the	  
effects	  of	  the	  model	  bias	  on	  the	  assimilation	  performance.
Ozone data assimilation
Improvements by MLS O3: throughout the stratosphere.
Improvements by OMI-TO3: only in the lower stratosphere.
NIES
MRI
Free MLS assim. OMI assim. MLS+OMI assim.
Fig:	  O3	  error	  (bias:shaded	  and	  RMSE:contour)	  vs.	  MLS
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(Nakamura, Miyazaki, et al., submitted)
• The temperature bias of the 
NIES model has been largely  
(about 50 %) removed by O3 
assimilation.
UVT assimilation
UVT+O3 assimilation
T Bias
O3 Bias
(Nakamura, Miyazaki, et al., submitted)
○: NIES △: MRI
T was assimilated in both the cases.
• NIES:	  O3	  assimilation	  →	  	  SW	  heating	  -­‐	  10	  %	  →	  	  net	  radiative	  heating	  	  -­‐	  40%	  
(→	  	  might	  also	  inSluence	  chemical	  reaction	  (under	  investigation))	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  chemistry-­‐climate	  coupling	  data	  assimilation	  is	  important	  !
• MRI:	  dynamics	  or	  radiation	  calculation	  problem?
NIES MRI
Fig:	  Radiative	  forcing	  by	  SW	  &	  LW
SWLW
SW
+LW
SWLW
SW
+LW
Simulated	  O3
Assimilated	  O3
(Nakamura, Miyazaki, et al., submitted)
2.	  Aerosols
under	  development	  by	  JMA	  (T.	  Sekiyama)
• Asian	  Dust
– seasonal	  phenomenon	  sporadically	  aﬀecFng	  East	  
Asian	  countries	  during	  the	  springFme,
– causes	  health	  and	  aviaFon	  problems,
– originates	  in	  the	  deserts	  of	  Mongolia	  and	  China.
Forecast	  models:	  MASINGAR
Assimilated	  data:	  	  Satellite	  (CALIPSO/CALIOP)	  and	  ground-­‐based	  lidar
Control	  variables:	  	  dust	  (partitioned	  into	  10-­‐size	  bins),	  dust	  Slux,	  sea-­‐salt,	  
OC,	  BC,	  and	  sulfate	  aerosols
Assimilation	  setting:	  	  4D	  analysis	  with	  48-­‐h	  time	  window
Opera5onal	  dust	  predic5on
No aerosol data 
assimilation…
• JMA	  wants	  to	  u2lize	  aerosol	  data	  assimila2on	  for	  improving	  their	  
opera2onal	  dust	  predic2on.
• If	  possible,	  they	  want	  to	  use	  the	  aerosol	  analysis	  for	  their	  NWP	  
and	  climate	  simula2ons.	  
EnKF	  for	  aerosol	  analysis
• The	  Model	  of	  Aerosol	  Species	  in	  the	  
Global	  Atmosphere	  (MASINGAR)	  of	  
MRI/JMA	  simulates…
• dust	  (parFFoned	  into	  10-­‐size	  bins),	  
sea-­‐salt,	  OC,	  BC,	  and	  sulfate	  
aerosols
EnKF	  for	  aerosol	  analysis
Ground-based lidar 
network (NIES AD-Net):
NIES Japan is operating 
more than 20 lidar stations 
in East Asia.
Satellite Lidar observation 
(CALIPSO/CALIOP):
NASA launched the polar-
orbit satellite in 2006.
EnKF	  for	  aerosol	  analysis
Contours and gray shades 
are surface dust 
concentrations.
(a) Free model-run result 
without data assimilation.
(b) CALIPSO data 
assimilation result.
Red and blue circles are 
weather stations. 
 Red ones observed 
aeolian dust. 
 Blue ones did not observe 
any dust events.
Sekiyama et al., 
ACP (2010)
 The shape of the high AOD detected by MODIS are consistent with the surface dust analysis.
EnKF	  for	  aerosol	  analysis
• Dust	  emission	  inverse	  analysis	  by	  EnKF
Model Assimilation Increment
Sekiyama et al., SOLA (2011)
The dust concentrations in the downwind region are evidently improved 
when this dust emission analysis is installed to the model simulation.
A dust outbreak in March 2007
JMA’s	  plan	  for	  aerosol	  predic5on
• The	  EnKF	  aerosol	  analyses	  as	  ini5al	  condi5ons	  
of	  aerosol	  predic5on.	  
(hopefully,	  in	  pracFcal	  use	  by	  2014…)
• Aerosol	  reanalysis:
available	  for	  climate	  modeling?
• Aerosol	  climatology	  (detailed):
available	  for	  NWP?
• Ideally,	  weather-­‐chemistry	  coupled	  DA…
• establish	  a	  4D-­‐EnKF	  data	  assimilation	  system	  to	  estimate	  
global	  surface	  CO2	  Sluxes	  from	  various	  data.
• evaluate	  the	  potential	  impacts	  of	  various	  data	  obtained	  from	  
the	  surface	  network,	  satellite	  (GOSAT),	  and	  aircraft	  
(CONTRAIL)	  measurements,	  using	  observational	  system	  
simulation	  experiments	  (OSSEs).
3.	  Surface	  CO2	  Slux
Forecast	  models:	  MJ98-­‐CDTM,	  FRCGC	  ACTM
Assimilated	  data:	  	  Satellite	  (GOSAT),	  Aircraft	  (CONTRAIL),	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Ground-­‐based	  network
Control	  variables:	  	  Surface	  CO2	  Slux,	  Atmospheric	  CO2	  concentration
Assimilation	  setting:	  	  4D	  analysis	  with	  7-­‐day	  time	  window
(Miyazaki, 2009, Miyazaki et al., 2011)
Observation 
System 
Simulation 
Experiments 
(OSSEs)
(a) Surface: flask (b)  Surface: continuous
(c) CONTRAIL: vertical profile (d)  CONTRAIL: upper air
(e) GOSAT
Number of observations per month
• demonstrate	  the	  performance	  of	  
the	  DA	  scheme	  with	  known	  errors
• tell	  us	  how	  much	  error	  reductions	  
can	  be	  expected	  by	  each	  dataset
(Number of obs)
(Miyazaki et al., 2011)
Flux error reduction rate [%]: grid-scale
(a) Surface network (b) GOSAT
(c) CONTRAIL (d) All
(Miyazaki et al., 2011)
Flux error reduction rate [%]: regional-fluxes
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CONTRAIL	  data:	  Europe	  and	  Asia.	  
GOSAT	  data:	  North	  and	  South	  America,	  South	  Africa,	  Asia,	  and	  Europe
(Miyazaki et al., 2011)
Flux error reduction rate [%]: regional-fluxes
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Additional	  constraints	  are	  required	  especially	  over	  North	  Africa,	  tropical	  South	  
America,	  southern	  North	  America,	  and	  the	  oceans. (Miyazaki et al., 2011)
4. Air quality (tropospheric chemistry)
Forecast	  models:	  
Assimilated	  data:	  	  OMI	  NO2,	  SCIAMACHY	  NO2,	  TES	  O3,	  etc...
Control	  variables:	  	  NOx	  emission,	  NO2,	  O3,	  HNO3,	  etc...
Assimilation	  settings:	  3D-­‐analysis
	  (1)	  CHASER	  (Sudo	  et	  al.,	  2002)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  T42L32	  	  	  	  p-­‐top=3	  hPa	  	  (2)	  MRI	  CCM	  (Shibata	  and	  Deushi,	  2008)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  T42L68	  	  	  p-­‐top=0.01	  hPa
• for	  monitoring	  Asian/global	  atmospheric	  
environment
(Miyazaki et al., 2012a, 2012b)
Tropospheric	  chemical	  data	  assimilation
✓	  The	  use	  of	  data	  assimila5on	  for	  atmospheric	  chemistry	  (e.g.,	  MACC,	  
NASA/DAO,	  JPL,	  BASCOE),	  especially	  for	  short-­‐lived	  chemical	  species,	  is	  
s5ll	  challenging.	  
✓	  The	  tropospheric	  chemical	  system	  is	  s5ﬀ.	  Small	  perturba5ons	  are	  
damped	  out	  quickly	  in	  5me.	  A	  large	  part	  of	  the	  chemical	  system	  is	  not	  
sensi5ve	  to	  ini5al	  condi5ons,	  but	  is	  sensi5ve	  to	  the	  model	  parameters	  
(e.g.,	  emissions).	  →	  Simultaneous	  adjustment	  of	  model	  parameters	  
(e.g.,	  emissions)	  and	  concentra5ons	  is	  a	  powerful	  framework.
✓	  The	  advantage	  of	  Ensemble	  Kalman	  ﬁlter	  (EnKF)	  is	  its	  easy	  
implementa5on	  for	  complicated	  systems;	  i.e.,	  without	  development	  of	  
adjoint	  code	  for	  CTMs.	  
Interactions schematic
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革を遂げたのである。そして、その科学発信力は、世界のトップクラスの研究
機関と肩を並べるまでになった。したがって、1996−2010 年（第 3 期）は、「科
学研究発展期－科学と技術を融合させた研究体制の確立－」ということができ
る。 
 この時期、世界は大きく変わっていった。その象徴的事件は 2001 年 9 月 11
日の同時多発テロである。世界は激動の時代へと突入。人々の価値観、時代観、
社会観など、我々の考え方の基軸となる
思想や体系が流動化した。また、新興国
の台頭によって、世界の経済、物流、人
口構造などの社会経済構造が大きく変化
した。科学技術もまた、変化の激しい社
会への対応や、危機管理への貢献（たと
えば BSE 対応、パンデミック対策など）
などの即効性のある目標への変換が要請
されるようになってきた。 
 
今そして次の 15-20 年 
2011 年 3 月 11 日、M（マグニチュード）
9.0 の巨大地震・津波が日本を襲った。こ
の未曾有の出来事は、日本の将来に対して
極めて重い課題を突きつけた。これまでの
想定を大きく上回る地震と津波の発生は、
改めて自然災害の脅威と科学技術の限界を
痛感させた。あわせて、福島第一原子力発
電所事故に伴う放射性物質の放出・拡散に
よる海洋生物への影響などは、我が国のみ
ならず世界的にも懸念されている。このような事態に、JAMSTEC は有する能力
を可能な限り活用し、緊急調査の実施や海域モニタリングへの協力を行ってき
たが、同時に科学技術が果たすべき役割や限界を真摯に考える転機ともなった。 
このような我が国の立場を考慮すれば、JAMSTEC の果たすべき役割、すなわ
ちそのミッションは明確である。JAMSTEC は「新たな科学技術で海洋立国日本
を支え、国民、人類の向上に貢献する」。このためには、私たちはこれまでの３
つの時代の成果を経て、世界の誰も行ったことのない場所、誰も考えつかなか
ったような未踏の領域を切り開くことにより、世界トップの研究機関になるべ
きである。それがミッション達成の近道であると確信する。私たちは、次の 15
年、新たな地平を目指して、今、旅立たなければならない。 
Modeling
+
Observation
Analysis
Guess
Observation
Analysis
Ensemble forecast
Ensemble forecast
Ensemble Kalman Filter
Miyoshi pers. comm.
52008年3月4日火曜日
Ensemble	  Kalman	  Filter	  
Data	  Assimilation
OMI
TES
MLS
MOPITT
Surface	  &	  lightning	  emissions	  
3-­‐D	  concentration
(Miyazaki	  et	  al.,	  2012a,	  2012b)
TES,	  MLS,	  OMI	  on	  AURA
[8] The averaging kernels give the sensitivity of the
retrieved state to the true state of the atmosphere. The trace
of the averaging kernel matrix gives a measure of the number
of independent pieces of information available in the meas-
urements, more commonly referred to as the degrees of
freedom for signal (DOFS) [Rodgers, 2000]. Figure 1 shows
TES ozone and CO retrieval characteristics for 15 August
2006. On average, for ozone there are between three and
four DOFS for the full retrieved profile (shown by the black
crosses in Figure 1a) and less than 1.5 DOFS for the
tropospheric part of the profile north of 20!S. Discontinu-
ities in the DOFS at different latitudes are due to changes in
the constraint matrix used in the retrieval [Kulawik et al.,
2006; Osterman et al., 2008]. The TES CO retrievals are
sensitive primarily to the troposphere, as shown in
Figure 1c, with between 1 and 1.5 DOFS for the tropospheric
profile. The stratospheric retrieval adds approximately 0.5
DOFS to the tropospheric profile retrieved for CO.
[9] Averaging kernels for the troposphere and lower
stratosphere for profiles of ozone and CO retrieved over
the southeastern USA at 30!N and 87!Won 15 August 2006
are shown in Figures 1b and 1d respectively. Of the total
3.92 DOFS for the retrieved profile of ozone, 1.15 comes
from the troposphere indicating a reasonable level of
sensitivity in the troposphere, particularly between 1000
and 500 hPa as shown by the averaging kernels colored
red. In the midtroposphere and upper troposphere/lower
stratosphere, the information is spread over a wider vertical
range, illustrating the coarse vertical resolution. For the CO
retrieval, the troposphere contributes 1.12 to the total of 1.58
Figure 1. TES ozone and CO retrieval characteristics for 15 August 2006. Figures 1a and 1c show the
degrees of freedom for signal (DOFS) for both the full (black crosses) and tropospheric (red
crosses) ozone and CO profiles, respectively, as a function of latitude. Figures 1b and 1d show
an example of an ozone and a CO retrieval, respectively, at 30!N and 87!W with averaging kernels for
the lower troposphere (red), the midtroposphere (green), and the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere
(blue).
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TES	  O3	  &	  CO
MLS	  O3	  &	  HNO3
O3
OMI	  NO2
(NASA)
(KNMI)
(Parrington	  et	  a .,	  2009)
MOPITT	  on	  TERRA
Tropospheric	  NO2	  observa5ons	  from	  space	  :
	  GOME	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1995-­‐2003	  	  	  	  	  40	  x	  320	  km	  	  	  	  	  10:30	  AM	  LT
	  SCIAMACHY	  	  	  	  2003-­‐	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  60	  x	  30	  km	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  10:00	  AM	  LT
	  OMI	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2004-­‐	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  13	  X	  24	  km	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1:30	  PM	  LT
	  GOME-­‐2	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2007-­‐	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  40	  X	  80	  km	  	  	  	  	  	  	  9:30	  AM	  LT
Figure 2. (a) The TES CO a priori profile and its standard deviation, provided by MOZART-3, for the
latitude 54!N–18!N zone, and (b) the MOPITT a priori profile and its standard deviation. The TES and
MOPITT standard deviations are obtained from the square root of the diagonal terms of TES and
MOPITT covariance matrices, respectively. For comparison purposes, the MOPITT covariance matrix is
interpolated to a 21 level TES pressure grid between 1000 hPa and 146.8 hPa (see Table 1).
Figure 3. Averaging kernels for 1 July 2006 for (a) MOPITT (AMOP) at MOPITT pressure levels, (b) TES
(ATES) at the TES pressure levels closest to the MOPITT pressure levels, (c) pressure-layer-normalized
averaging kernels for MOPITT (AMOP
N ), and (d) pressure-layer-normalized averaging kernels for TES
(ATES
N ). The unit of the pressure-layer-normalized averaging kernels is hPa!1, and TES averaging kernels
are plotted on essure levels from 1000 to 150 hPa.
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MOPITT	  on	  TERRA
22*22	  km
8*5	  km
global	  coverage
every	  3	  days
(Ho	  et	  al.,	  2009) (NASA)
(KNMI)
Interactions schematic
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MLS	  O3
TES	  O3
MOPPIT	  CO
OMI	  NO2
MLS	  HNO3
(based	  on	  a	  MIT	  lecture	  note)
Interactions schematic
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY
MLS	  O3
TES	  O3
MOPPIT	  CO
OMI	  NO2
MLS	  HNO3
	  In	  the	  simultaneous	  DA	  system,	  improved	  atmospheric	  
concentra5ons	  of	  chemically-­‐related	  species	  (i.e.,	  reduced	  model	  
errors)	  have	  the	  poten5al	  to	  improve	  the	  emission	  inversion.
(based	  on	  a	  MIT	  lecture	  note)
Assimila'on	  scheme
Forecast	  model
A	  priori	  emissions
State	  vector
Obs	  operator
Super	  Obs
Cycle
Techniques
Assimilated	  data
Valida'on	  data
Local	  ensemble	  transform	  Kalman	  ﬁlter	  (Hunt	  et.	  al.,	  2007)
CHASER	  (Sudo	  et	  al.,	  2002)
EDGAR3.2	  +	  GFED2	  +	  	  REAS1	  +	  GEIA,	  Price	  and	  Rind	  (1992)
NOx	  &	  CO	  emissions,	  lightning	  NOx,	  35	  chemical	  species
Averaging	  kernel	  and	  a	  priori	  informa5on
applied	  for	  OMI	  NO2	  and	  MOPPIT	  CO	  data
100	  min.
Spa5al/variable	  covariance	  localiza5on,	  covariance	  inﬂa5on
OMI	  NO2	  (DOMINO2),	  TES	  O3	  (ver.	  4),	  MOPITT	  CO	  (ver.	  5),	  MLS	  O3	  
&	  HNO3	  (ver.	  3.3)
SCIAMACHY	  NO2,	  GOME-­‐2	  NO2,	  TES	  CO,	  Ozonesonde	  (WOUDC/
SHADOZ),	  Aircrap	  (INTEX-­‐B)
CHASER-­‐DAS	  (Miyazaki	  et	  al.,	  2012a,	  2012b)
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The	  random	  component	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  also	  largely	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 An important test for the quality of data assimilation is whether the 
differences between the innovations are consistent with the covariance 
matrices for the model forecast and observations. 
Miyazaki et al: Global NOx emissions 9
east Asia, biomass burning dominates the seasonal variations
of NO2 concentrations, where the maximum and minimum
concentration occurs almost in the same months in the model
and retrievals, but with a mean negative bias of about 20-40
% in the model.
3.3 Diurnal variation
To improve the simulation, we applied pre-defined functions
for the diurnal variations of the surface NOx emissions. As
described in Section 2.2, we applied different diurnal vari-
ation profiles for different sources: maxima in the morning
and evening for anthropogenic sources; a rapid increase in
the morning and maximal emissions at mid-day for biomass
burning sources; and maximal emissions in the afternoon
for soil sources. By applying the diurnal variability scheme,
CHASER generally shows better agreements with the satel-
lite retrievals, with a global mean RMSE reduction of about
10-15 (30-40) % compared to the OMI (SCIAMACHY) re-
trievals. Similar results were demonstrated with other CTMs
(van Noije et al., 2006; Boersma et al., 2008b). The diurnal
variability scheme generally decreases the NO2 concentra-
tion in the morning, but increases it in the afternoon in the
industry and biomass burning areas (Fig. 4). It improves the
agreement with DOMINO v2 data over Europe (Fig. 4a),
whereas the increased biomass burning emission during day-
time caused the NO2 columns over Central Africa to be too
high compared to DOMINO v2 data (Fig. 4b). The diurnal
variability for the biomass burning source is highly variable
and uncertain. Since the diurnal variation of NOx emissions
strongly influences the model-observation difference, the im-
plementation of a realistic diurnal scheme is important to ob-
tain reasonable emissions (e.g., Jaegle´ et al., 2005). The im-
pact of the diurnal scheme on surface emission estimations
will be further discussed in Section 6.
4 Optimizing the data assimilation system
4.1 Impact of super-observation
By using the super-observations instead of the normal ob-
servations, the data assimilation reveals a better agreement
with the assimilated DOMINO v2 data. An increasing spa-
tial correlation of 0.03-0.05 and a decreasing global mean
RMSE of 30-40 % were observed in an experiment with the
super-observations compared to normal observations. Im-
provements by the super-observation approach were com-
monly observed at both a resolution of the super-observations
(i.e., 2.5 ) and at finer scale (i.e., 1 ). In the case with the
normal observations, observation data contains large repre-
sentativeness error and are noisy especially in polluted areas,
which may prevent the analysis from efficiently and stably
reducing the systematic errors of the model (i.e., analysis in-
crements were sometime very noisy and large). The super-
observation approach generally provides more representative
data with a recued random error (e.g., than the individual
observation) and results in systematic and smaller analysis
increments. Furthermore, the super-observation approach re-
duces the computational cost of the data assimilation, by re-
ducing the number of data processed in the analysis step.
4.2 Sensitivity to assimilation parameters
Various factors affect the performance and the computational
cost of the data assimilation. We have conducted sensitivity
experiments to obtain an optimal setting for the data assim-
ilation, as summarized in Table 2. First, the analysis is sen-
sitive to the localization length. The lifetime of NOx in the
lower troposphere varies from several hours to a day, with a
longer lifetime during winter than during summer. In addi-
tion, long-range transport of, for instance, peroxyacetyl ni-
trate (PAN) can propagate local NOx source information to
remote places. As a result, the NOx emission and NO2 con-
centration will have long distance correlations in some cases.
Remote observation will not affect the analysis if the local-
ization length is short, while the analysis will suffer from se-
rious sampling errors by using a too long localization length
in combination with a small ensemble size. The optimal lo-
calization length was found to be 450 km for the global anal-
ysis in January. The optimal length may depend on the lo-
cation and season because of changes in the NO2 lifetime
and wind patters. Second, a large ensemble size is essen-
tial to capture background error covariance structures prop-
erly, but also increases the computational cost. The analysis
improved by increasing the ensemble size to 32, whereas it
did not vary significantly by increasing it further. Thus, en-
semble size of (or greater than) 32 was preferred to remove
sampling errors. Finally, the use of the covariance inflation
(c.f., Eq. (4)) slightly improved the analysis together with the
conditional covariance inflation (c.f., Section 2.3.2), since it
reduces the underestimation in the background error covari-
ance. Although there is no clear optimal value, we employ 5
% covariance inflation.
The performance of the troposphericNO2 column data as-
similation with the optimized settings was evaluated from the
 2 test (e.g., Me´nard and Chang, 2000; Zupanski and Zu-
panski, 2006). The  2 is estimated from the ratio of the ac-
tual OmF to the estimated background covariance. For this
test, the innovation statistics are diagnosed from the OmF 
yo H xb  , the estimated error covariance in the obser-
vational space
 
HPbHT +R
 
, and the number of observa-
tions,m .
Y=
1p
m
 
HPbHT +R
  1/2 
yo H xb  . (14)
Using this statistics, the  2 is defined as follow:
 2=traceYYT , (15)
where H is the non-linear observational operator and the H
is the linearization of the observation operator. The mean
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east Asia, biomass burning dominates the seasonal variations
of NO2 concentrations, where the maximum and minimum
concentration occurs almost in the same months in the model
and retrievals, but with a mean negative bias of about 20-40
% in the model.
3.3 Diurnal variation
To improve the simulation, we applied pre-defined functions
for the diurnal variations of the surface NOx emissions. As
described in Section 2.2, we applied different diurnal vari-
ation profiles for different sources: maxima in the morning
and evening for anthropogenic sources; a rapid increase in
the morning and maximal emissions at mid-day for biomass
burning sources; and maximal emissions in the afternoon
for soil sources. By applying the diurnal variability scheme,
CHASER generally shows better agreements with the satel-
lite retrievals, with a global mean RMSE reduction of about
10-15 (30-40) % compared to the OMI (SCIAMACHY) re-
trievals. Similar results were dem nstr ted with ot er CTMs
(van Noije et al., 2006; Boersma et al., 2008b). The diurnal
variability scheme generally d creases the NO2 concent a-
tion in the morning, but increases it in the afternoon in the
industry and biomass burning ar as (Fig. 4). It improves the
agreement with DOMINO v2 data over Europe (Fig. 4a),
whereas the increased biomass burning emission during day-
time caused the NO2 columns ver C nt al Africa to be to
high compared to DOMINO v2 data (Fig. 4b). The diurnal
variability for the biomass burning source is highly variable
d uncertain. Since he diurnal variation of NOx emis i s
strongly influences the model-observation difference, the im-
plementation of a realistic diurnal scheme is important to ob-
tain reasonable emissions (e.g., Jae l´ et al., 2005). The im-
pact of the diurnal scheme on surface emission estimations
will be further discussed in Section 6.
4 Optimizing the data assimilation system
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By using the super-observations instead of the normal ob-
servations, the data assimilation reveals a better agreement
with the assimilated DOMINO v2 data. An increasing spa-
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(i.e., 2.5 ) and t finer scale (i.e., 1 ). In the case with the
normal observations, observation data contai s l rge repre-
sentativeness error and are noisy esp cially in pollute areas,
which may prevent the analysis from efficiently and stably
reducing the systematic errors of the model (i.e., analysis in-
crements were sometime very noisy and large). The super-
observatio approach generally provides more representative
data with a recued random error (e.g., than the individual
observation) and results in systematic and smaller analysis
increments. Furthermore, the super-observation approach re-
duces the computational cost of the data assimilation, by re-
ducing the number of data processed in the analysis step.
4.2 Sensitivity to assimilation parameters
Various factors affect the performance and the computational
cost of the data assimilation. We have conducted sensitivity
experiments to obtain an optimal setting for the data assim-
ilation, as summarized in Table 2. First, the analysis is sen-
sitive to the localization length. The lifetime of NOx in the
lower troposphere varies from several hours to a day, with a
longer lifetime during winter than during summer. In addi-
tion, long-range transport of, for instance, peroxyacetyl ni-
trate (PAN) can propagate local NOx source information to
remote places. As a result, the NOx emission and NO2 con-
centration will have long distance correlations in some cases.
Remote observation will not affect the analysis if the local-
ization length is short, while the analysis will suffer from se-
rious sampling errors by using a too long localization length
in combination with a small ensemble size. The optimal lo-
calization length was found to be 450 km for the global anal-
ysis in January. The optimal length may depend on the lo-
cation and season because of changes in the NO2 lifetime
and wind patters. Second, a large ensemble size is essen-
tial to capture background error covariance structures prop-
erly, but also increases the computational cost. The analysis
improved by increasing the ensemble size to 32, whereas it
did not vary significantly by increasing it further. Thus, en-
semble size of (or greater than) 32 was preferred to remove
sampling errors. Finally, the use of the covariance inflation
(c.f., Eq. (4)) slightly improved the analysis together with the
conditional covariance inflation (c.f., Section 2.3.2), since it
r duces the underestimation in the background error covari-
ance. Although there is no clear optimal value, we employ 5
% covariance inflation.
The performance of the troposphericNO2 column data as-
similation with the optimized settings was evaluated from the
 2 test (e.g., Me´nard and Chang, 2000; Zupanski and Zu-
panski, 2006). The  2 is estimated from the ratio of the ac-
tual OmF to the estimated background covariance. For this
test, the innovation statistics are diagnosed from the OmF 
yo H xb  , the estimated error covariance in the obser-
vational space
 
HPbHT +R
 
, and the number of observa-
tions,m .
Y=
1p
m
 
HPbHT +R
  1/2 
yo H xb  . (14)
Using this statistics, the  2 is defined as follow:
 2=traceYYT , (15)
where H is the non-linear observational operator and the H
is the linearization of the observation operator. The mean
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Multiple species/sensors data assimilation provides 
important information on various chemical states
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 The assimilation of individual data sets results in a strong 
influence on both assimilated and non-assimilated species through 
the inter-species error correlation and the chemical coupling.
O3 700 hPa
O3 lat-p %
Analysis	  spread
O3 700 hPa
O3 lat-p %
Analysis	  increment
(analysis	  uncertainty) (systema2c	  model	  error)
	  for	  the	  future	  development	  of	  both	  models	  and	  observa'ons
requirement for further constraints from 
additional observations or high quality data
useful to identify sources of the model error 
and improve the performance
 Data assimilation is a powerful tool to make best use of all available 
observation data and study chemical/physical processes.
 Advanced chemical data assimilation systems have been 
developed to combine observations of chemical compounds from 
multiple satellite.
 The assimilation of individual data sets results in a strong influence 
on both assimilated and non-assimilated species through the inter-
species error correlation and the chemical coupling.
 The simultaneous adjustment of the emissions and concentrations 
is a powerful approach to correcting the tropospheric ozone budget 
and profile analyses.
Summary
• Chemistry-climate coupling data assimilation (incl. H2O) framework might 
be useful for better understanding chemistry/radiation/dynamics 
interactions controlling the TTL structure/variability (but might be strongly 
model-dependent). 
• Aircraft data is expected to provide important constraints on the chemical 
states and the radiative forcing in the TTL region (but perhaps available 
only on campaign basis).
• still need to increase observations (number, resolution, e.g., GPS) and 
improve models (e.g., convective and microphysics parameterizations, 
resolution, diurnal variations).  
• General circulation: Direct wind observations and momentum/heat budget 
information from any observations would be helpful.
• Very challenging
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